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High level white noise generator
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A thermal noise generator, that is close to the ’white noise’ generator by its power spectra is presented. This
generator is constructed on the basis of the transresistance operational amplifier (OA) and allows to increase
power of noise

�������
times as large and conserving initial noise bandwidth with, where k is a number of parallel

branches of the amplifier. The white noise generator can be used in Monte Carlo method simulation dedicated
to extensive air shower (EAS) in cosmic ray studies in the energy range ��� �
	�� ��� �
���� .

1. Introduction

There was used the transresistance amplifier for generating the thermal (’white’) noise (see Fig.1.)

Figure 1. The transresistance amplifier

It is known that the transresistance amplifier provides an output voltage proportional to the input current [1].
This property is obtained by connecting a feedback resistor ��� , to sense the output voltage and to feedback a
current equal and opposite to the input current, as shown in Fig.1. This configuration is the simples of the four
basic types of the amplifiers. The transresistance transfer function, ��� , is the ratio of the output voltage ��� to
the input current ��� . If differential input resistance ��� of the OA is large, open-loop output resistance ��� of the
OA is small in relation to ��� , then simplified equation for transfer function is ��� = - ��� / �
��� �"!$#&%(' , where
A is the open loop dc voltage gain of the OA and %*)+���,!-�.�/�0�1���2' . If #3% is much greater than unity, then
�/�4) � ��� . Hence, �5�6) � ���.��� . Thus we have a current-to-voltage converter.

2. Hardware

The main contribution to the summary output noises of such amplifier gives the thermal noise of the feedback
resistor when the OA with field-effect transistors are used, and provided that � �87�7 � � , �69 7�7 � � and
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# 7�7 � � !"�69 , where �69 is the resistance on the inverting input terminal the OA. The complete noise model
of the transresistance amplifier is shown in Fig.2, where :� �; 9 is the noise voltage of the resistance �/9 , :� �9 is the
thermal noise of the feedback resistor, :� �; - the noise current and :� �; is the noise voltage of the OA, :� �; � is the
summary noise voltage at the output of the amplifier.

Figure 2. The complete noise model of the transresistance amplifier

It is known [2], that for input voltage of noise :� �; 9 of an operational amplifier is the circuit of the noninverting
voltage amplifier. Let’s have therefore :� �; � )<:� �; 9 �=�/�>!"� 9 �4��' . At � 9 7�7 ��� we receive :� �; �6?) :� �; 9 . Thus,
the thermal noise :� �; 9 )A@2BDC&� 9�E practically not amplifies. If on inputs of the operational amplifier the field-
effect transistors are used, the influence the noise current :� �; and the noise voltage :� �; 9 also can be neglected
and the simplified noise model of the transresistance amplifier will look like (see Fig.3). The summary output
noise of the transresistance amplifier for a limited signal band is equal to

:� �; � )GFHBDC&���"IKJ�LNMPOQ�RF"SUT � �/�KV��>!"SUV��W� 9 �1FHBDC&#&IKJ"L$MPOX�=F"SUT � �/�KV��K'Y!�SUV��
where K is the Boltzmann’s constant, T is the temperature in Kelvin, V&� is the feedback capacitor, T � is the
upper frequency of a equivalent bandwidth E )ZT � � T � �.[ � M\T � 7�7 T � ' [3,4].

The ratio ���K!H� 9 in this equation determines the contribution of � 9 to summary noises, and A is the contribu-
tion of ��� to summary noises. If # 7�7 ���>!"� 9 , then this equation is reduced to

:� �; � )GFHB]C6#&IKJ"L$MPOQ�RF"SUT � ���>V��K!"SUV^�
For nonlimited cutoff frequency band we obtain :� �; � )_#&BDC`!WV � . So, the thermal voltage noise in a non-
limited frequencies band of the transresistance amplifier is determined just as in usual RC-network but with
the gain A. In the high level white noise generator [5] use above-mentioned peculiarity of the transresistance
amplifier. However limit to further increase of power of noise in this generator by means of increase a value
of feedback network resistor � � sets the time constant � � V � of feedback network, which restricts a band-
width. For all that, if the noise voltage is incremented, according to the formula Nyquist ab)c�.@2BDC&� E ' ���Y�
is proportional � �\�Y�� , the bandwidth is narrowed down proportionally � � . Thus band is narrowed down faster,
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Figure 3. The simplified noise model of the transresistance amplifier

than increases power of noise. It does not allow essentially (in some times) to increase power of noise with
saving of the initial band. This limitation is eliminated in the following circuit (see Fig.4), where SA is a
summing amplifier [6]. At the same time the above-stated conditions should be fulfilled - the OA with field
effect transistors are used, and provided that �/d 7�7 ��T , �6O 7�7 ��T and # 7�7 � � !H�&9 . It is known, that
at the linear summing up of root-mean-square voltage of uncorrelated sources of noise the summary voltage is
:� �;We )f:� �; � �g:� �; � �ihjhjh"�g:� �;2k . In case of equal resistors of feedback on outputs k of the parallel branches of
the generator we shall have identical power of noise :� �; � )f:� �; � )lhjhjhm)f:� �;Wk )n:� �; and summary noise level
(at ��� e )o� e ) will be :� �;We ) � :� �; . Thus, the effective value of summary noise on an output of the generator
is equal to � ;We ) �p�\�Y� � ; .

Figure 4. High level white noise generator
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3. Conclusions

¿From the last expression follows, that the output power of noise of the generator will be increase of
�q���Y�

times
as large, where k - number of parallel branches of the generator. At the same time band of noise will not vary,
as it is determined by invariable value of time constant ���KV^� of the feedback network in each branch of the
generator.
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